
illuminated from below. Another example is to split the stage 
area into a series of lifts capable of lifting certain sections to different 
heights, so that the stage area can be set at different levels to suit 
many types of presentation, opera, music festivals, etc. Equipment 
is tailor made to suit each particular building and is expensive to 
install, so care must be taken in the planning and design stage to 
ensure that money is spent wisely. 
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EQUIPMENT TO USE FOR STAGE LIGHTING 
LANTERNS: The basic principle behind lighting a stage area is 
to ensure there is sufficient light intensity to allow the audience 
to see clearly the actions and expressions of the players. At the 
same time by creating brighter areas of light, it is possible to draw 
attention to the most important parts of the scene in whi~h the 
main action takes place. The introduction of c?lour ~lter s with the 
light sources helps create a realistic picture , bu~ld up m_atmosphere 
and can result in a psychological effect., helpn~g considerably t~e 
performer to put over his role. Intensity of light o~ an ar~a 1s 
evaluated by the visual picture created and the r~action to 1t by 
the viewer rather than by any measurement of a hght meter. 

FLOODLIGHTS have a single fixed reflector to control the 
spread of light with no variation. These Lanterns are available 
as single units or linked together in the form of battens or troughs. 
Floodlights are used for. general floodmg ~ver the stage ~rea to 
"fill in" between the actmg areas: fitted with colour media they 
provide the atmosphere mentioned earlier. When a general ."wash" 
of colour is required the batten becomes most eff~ctive, !he 
multiplicity of compartments in battens creates a flat light which 
on its own for general lighting would not be acceptable, therefore 
it is desirable to incorporate two or three Spotlights which should 
operate in conjunction with this source to break up the flat _effect. 

For lighting scenery and cyclorama cloths the batten 1s most 
effective, although its position must be related to beam angle and 
spread. Where close range lighting is necessary ~/3 ft fro~ the 
cloth the cylo troughing type CY should be used mcorporatmg a 
wider beam angle, but limitations in lamp size (100 watt) mu~t be 
considered if used in conjunction with larger cloths. Altern~tiv:ely 
the "Horizon" Floodlight type H·FL can be used for this applicat10n 
incorporating a higher wattage lamp source. 

SPOTLIGHTS embod y a lens and reflector system so the light 
output is concentrated on a given area which is variable in width 
and intensity accordin g to the size of the light source and construc
tion of the Lantern. The Spotlight range is used mainly for high 
lighting and acting area work and comprises two distinct styles of 
Lantern: PROFILE where the Lantern incorporates a highly 
efficient optical system, producing a clear cut edge to the Spotlight 
beam (Type S·PR and M·PR) and FRESNEL where a much more 
simplified reflector is used in conjunction with a Fresnel lens to 
produce a soft edged beam but with less efficiency (S· FR and 
M·FR). Both Lanterns play their part in any well planned stage 
lighting scheme, but care must be taken in selection to ensure that 
the right type is used . 
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